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the following glossary of terms related to the european agricultural landscape shall serve as a common basis 
for all parties, working in or on agricultural landscapes. some of the terms are quite common and sometimes 
used in our every day language, but they often have different meanings in particular countries. these differences 
may be a result of varying linguistic developments, history and traditions. the glossary contains 40 terms in 
seven languages; english, dutch, estonian, French, German, Hungarian, and spanish. each term begins with an 
English definition, illustrated by a photograph. If there are differences in meanings and connotations of single 
countries, they are mentioned in the designated country’s column. this work is to be continued.
Introduction
The term glossary evolved from the Latin word “glossarium” (Greek γλωσσάριο from 
γλωσσα, glóssa – “tongue, language”) and describes a listing of terms with explanati-
ons. 
in ancient times and during the Middle ages, the development of glossaries arose 
from the need to collect terms requiring specific explanations (archaisms, foreign words, 
etc…), as well as for the study of grammar, and as tools for the translation of the Bible 
and other historical texts (e.g. Homer and others). 
Bilingual glossaries were also produced in the late classical period (Greek-latin, 
latin-Greek) to facilitate the learning and understanding of both languages. in this 
manner, complete books with wordings were developed at a later stage. 
Today, glossaries provide editors and scientists with specific explanations for technical 
terms. These lists mostly provide definitions of terms in the technical, scientific or 
philosophical fields and ensure the correct use of these terms for communication between 
specialists. Glossaries allow people working on a topic to assume that they are using 
universal terms and terminologies commonly understood and used by others. 
Palang et al. (2006), and Roth et al. (2005, online at httP1), amongst others, have 
highlighted that although some terms are quite common and sometimes used in our 
every day language, they may also have different meanings in the other countries (and/
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or regions?). Inter alia, these differences are a result of varying linguistic developments, 
history and traditions.
the following glossary shall serve as a starting point to european agricultural landscape 
and shall serve as a starting point. it is the result of a common effort between partners 
from 13 countries, who have worked together within the eucaland project (httP2), funded 
by the culture program of the european commission and initiated by the eucaland-
network (httP3). 
this glossary is the beginning and the basis for further discussions and further projects 
and will ideally be of help for individuals from different countries and different disciplines. 
in the glossary, each term is given in the different languages, and begins always with 
the definition of the term in English, and is subsequently illustrated by a photograph. If 
there are specific meanings and connotations in single countries, they are mentioned in 
the respective country column. More information on the historical background and their 
development throughout time can be found e.g. in the eucaland project book (Pungetti 
et al, 2010). 
the authors would like to draw attention especially to part ii “european agricultural 
landscape history” by Hans Renes which begins with a reflection on the word agriculture 
and shows the need for an european glossary, and part iii “complexity and contingency: 
classifying the influence of agriculture on European landscape” by Graham Fairclough. 
When attempting a glossary for trans and interdisciplinary work on agricultural 
landscapes, there are, of course, many related words that need to be defined. For example, 
agricultural landscape, agrarian landscape, agri-landscape, and agro-landscape.  all are 
terms that are used in a certain context and more in some countries, and less in others. 
after long discussions among the project members, it was decided that “agricultural 
landscape” defines best, what this glossary is all about: the landscape that was shaped 
during the centuries (and in some cases, even thousands of years), by the work of humans 
in order to produce food. Because of this it was also important to include the word 
“cultural” (this is not obvious, why cultural needs to be included because of the definition 
of agricultural landscape). other terms used may have an emphasis more in one direction 
or in another. For example, “agrolandscape” is more orientated towards economics, so is 
the estonian term “põllumajandus” when translated word-by-word, it means: “economy 
of fields”, however other terms, such as “Agrilandscape” refer specifically to agriculture 
as a very technical business (with huge machines, chemical fertiliser etc. – closer to 
industrial production than to the overall land use). the term “agricultural” includes both 
large-scale, industrial farming as well as the low-input farms with marginal earnings. and 
landscape itself as a word and concept has various backgrounds, which makes it rather 
complicated on several levels to deal with as a term. 
The understanding of the term landscape in everyday speech or scientific jargon 
might differ, despite the fact that participatory democracy or ‘bottom-up’ approaches are 
prevailing currently in academia. this is also underpinned in the recent most commonly 
used definition in European Landscape Convention (ELC, Council of Europe 2000: 3): 
“an area, as perceived by people, whose character is the result of the action and interaction 
of natural and/or human factors”. it is worthwhile to keep in mind that alongside this 
interpretation, allegedly 300 others exist depending on disciplinary, approach, language 
and timely circumstances proven useful for diverse ends. thus, landscape can only 
be understood in its socio-historic context (Jones 1991). disciplines pertaining to 
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landscape could include: earth sciences, life sciences, agricultural sciences, geography, 
eco-technology, landscape architecture, landscape ecology, planning, anthropology, 
archaeology, history, ethnography, arts, sociology etc. disparities in approaches can be 
exemplified with the case of geography, as physical and human geography (CosgRove 
2000, DunCan 2000, MitChell 2005, Wylie 2009) deal with landscapes on fairly different 
ontological, epistemological and methodological premises, meaning that the sub-fields 
of human geography (social, anthropological, cultural, historical geography etc.) may be 
closer to social studies and humanities than to physical geography. there are two main 
predominant strands influenced by language: English ‘scenery’ (MeRRiaM-WebsteR) that 
was developed through dutch landscape paintings in 16th century and earlier the German 
and scandinavian concept which refers to the territory, the conditions of that territory, and 
the customs and rules with which the land was governed (olWig 1996). thus, landscape is 
“a polysemic term referring to the appearance of an area, the assemblage of objects used 
to produce that appearance, and the area itself” (DunCan 2000: 429, MitChell 2005). 
still, holistic approaches towards landscape (antRoP 2000) are possible as also seen from 
the ELC definition that ties nature and culture.
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Table 1. Glossary of agricultural terms with translation in different languages
1. táblázat Mezőgazdasági fogalmak gyűjteménye különböző nyelveken
1. Agricultural landscape
Definition: landscapes which are strongly related to past and/or present agricultural activity. 
they may contain some of these elements or more: 
Farmland, cultivated land, grasslands, meadows	
Horticulture, viticulture, olive trees, fruit trees 	
small infrastructure elements, e.g. roads, agricultural buildings, farmhouses, agrarian settle-	
ments.
Vegetation structures, green corridors, hedges, ditches, stone fences, terraces…	
Forest mosaic and forest elements within an agricultural context (both spatial and functional)	
remains and relics 	
of past agricultural 
activity which can 
still be perceived (di-





ject for project pur-
poses (velaRDe et al., 
2010)
Photography
Figure 1. east-devon, uK (photo: Fairclough 03/2008)
1. ábra Kelet-devon, uK (Fotó: Fairclough 2008/03)










2. Boundary; land boundaries
Definition: a clearly 
de-fined and bounded-
of unified topographical 
area. plot boundary 
(uK)/ lot line (us): 
line of record bounding 
a lot, which divides one 
lot from another lot, or 
from a public or private 




eveRt (2004), p. 282.
Photograph
Figure 2. Wensleydale, yorkshire, uK 
(photo: Fairclough 04/2005)
2. ábra Wensleydale, yorkshire, uK (Fotó: Fairclough 2005/04)
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3. Coltura Promiscua (= Alterna; Italian)
Definition: Mixed intensive 
farming in the middle of 
italy, “[…) “classical” 
vertical layers in vegetation 
consisting of trees, bushes 
and ground cover are very 
much in evidence.”
Source
Meeus et al. (1990), p. 304.
ziMMeRMann (2006), p. 362.
Photograph
Figure 3. Old overgrown Coltura Promiscua fields close to new very 
intensive orchards, Vinci, italy (photo: Kruse 1999)
3. ábra Idős, túlnőtt Coltura Promiscua mezők közel egy új, intenzív 
gyümölcsöshöz. Vinci, olaszország (Fotó: Kruse 1999)
French: coltura promiscua
not used in english, dutch, German, Hungarian, estonian and spanish.
4. Common Agricultural Policy (CAP)
Definition
common agricultural policy of the european community (cap). 
“the common agricultural policy (cap) for the european union was established in 1963 and 
has provided the basis for europe’s food and agricultural programs. [...] with four basic prin-
ciples: 
A unified market for the free movement of agricultural products in the European Union cove-	
red by community preference.
Financial solidarity: All costs of the CAP are financed out of a communal treasury, FEOGA 	
(european Fund for orientation and agriculture Guarantee), supported by import tariffs and 
contributions from european countries.
community preference: european products were to be given preference over imported pro-	
ducts.
parity and productivity: Farmers’ incomes were to be equal to incomes in the other sectors, 	
with reasonable prices in order to permit food access to the consumer.
common Market organizations (cMos) were also introduced in the original cap and still exist 
today. Within cMos, each group of food and agricultural products is organized by correspond-
ing rules. cMos set minimum prices for products at the eu-wide level. currently, there are 21 
common Market organizations.
Ű




Figure 4. intensive (recent) agriculture with silo balls, Mecklenburg-Western 
pomerania, Germany (photo: roth 2008)
4. ábra Jelenleg is intenzív mezőgazdasági terület silóbálákkal, Mecklenburg, 
Nyugat-Pomeránia, Németország (Fotó: Roth 2008)

























(1) land, that is used by 
several / all people/farmers of 
an area. common land exist 
still today, e.g. in mountain 
regions (e.g. the alps) or 
on transhumance pathways.
pasture or woodland owned 
and managed by a local 
community for joint use(2) 
pasture or woodland owned 
an managed by a local 
community for joint use .”
Sources:
(1) Definition elaborated 
by the eucaland-project for 
project purposes
(2) evert 2004: p. 24
Figure 5. sheep herds grazing in the pyrenees on common land, 
artouste, France (photo: Kruse 2008)
5. ábra Legelő juhnyáj a Pireneusokban közösségi legelőn, 
artouste, Franciaország (Fotó: Kruse 2008)
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(1) “cultural landscapes (…) represent the ‘combined works of nature and of man’ (…). they 
are illustrative of the evolution of human society and settlement over time, under the influence 
of the physical constraints and/or opportunities presented by their natural environment and of 
successive social, economic and cultural forces, both external and internal.”.
(2) “landscape which has 
been largely or completely 
transformed from its natural 
state by actions of man (anto-
nym: natural landscape).
(3) landscape which repre-
sents both the results of na-
tural and human works and 
illustrates the evolution of hu-
man society and settle-ment 
in time and space and which 
has acquired socially and cul-
turally recognised values.”
Source
(1) unesco (2008), p. 14.
(2) eveRt (2004) p. 358.
(3) httP10
Photograph
Figure 6. dutch windmills used for drainage, to make them useable 
for mankind (became synonym for human creative will), Kinderdijk, 
the netherlands (photo: Kruse 2009)
6. ábra Holland szélmalmok lecsapoláshoz (a kreatív emberi akarat 
szinonimája lett), Kinderjilk, Hollandia (Fotó: Kruse 2009)











7. Dehesas (Spanish), see also Montados (Portugese)
Definition
the dehesa systems are genuine forms of exploitation of the Mediterranean forests in which the 
native trees, holm oak, oak and cork oak, are spaced out or inserted in a continuum of grasslands. 
the resulting landscape, which combines mature ecological elements (oak trees) with other 
rejuvenated ones (grasslands) maintains a high biological diversity. a balance is thus obtained 
between exploitation and conservation making up a diverse landscape produced by the combina-
tion of small units with different agricultural uses. this dehesa-type mosaic of crops, grasslands, 
shrublands and scattered trees provides the necessary ecological conditions for a large number 
of  plant and animal species.
a. KRuse et al.106
Source
góMez-liMón (1999), p. 166.
ziMMeRMann (2006), p. 364.
Photograph
Figure 7. dehesa in Guadarrama, Madrid, spain 
(photo: olmo 2004)
7. ábra dehesa Guadarramaban, Madrid, spanyolország 
(Fotó: olmo 2004)
Estonian: in principle something similar is “wooden meadow” (puisniit) – can be both grazing 
grounds/hay making underneath the sparse native trees left from forest.
no explanation for other languages was formed.
8. Delta
Definition Photograph
(1) “the deltas of southern eu-
rope are intensively cultivated are-
as, comparable in this respect with 
the polders of nW europe. (…) 
they are open landscapes with 
concentrations of rural and urban 
development. it is a young land-
scape. “the layout of the land is 
therefore quite regular. patterns of 
rectangular fields alternate in form 
and orientation.” ex.: les landes 
and languedoc-rous-sillon (Fr), 
po valley (it emilia romagna, 
lombardia), ebro valley (es), pt 
(tejo, douro)
(2) Fan-shaped alluvial deposit of 
sediment at the mouth of a river.
Figure 8. agricultural activity on an alluvial fan built 
by a river near thessaloniki, Greece (photo: centeri 2010)
8. ábra Mezőgazdasági tevékenység egy folyódelta által épített 
síkságon thessaloniki mellett (Görögország) 
(Fotó: centeri 2010)
Sources
(1) Meeus et al. (1990), p. 313.
(2) eveRt (2004), p. 148.
Dutch French German Hungarian Estonian Spanish
delta delta delta, Flußdelta delta delta, jõesuue
* delta
*but does not constitute as cultivated or built-up phenomena in estonia
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9. Despoliation of the landscape by development
Definition
(1) ... often combined with the loss 
of their regional identity/character 
by development = growth of set-
tlements and infrastructure.
(2) unplanned scattering of 
housing developments in rural 
areas, and, in some places, of 
vacation homes in the countryside
Source
(1) langensCheiDt (1973)
(2) eveRt (2004), p. 755.
Photograph
Figure 9. despoliation of the landscape near tallinn, estonia 
(photo: printsmann 2007)
9. ábra Fejlesztés hatására átalakult táj Tallin mellett, Észtország 
(Fotó: printsmann 2007)











10. Enclosed land (= Bocage)
Definition Photograph
“enclosed landscape, small, rectan-
gular strips of land, lumped piece-
meal, some smaller than half a hec-
tare, each enclosed by hedgerows 
or low stone walls in a gently slop-
ing landscape.” ex.: Bretagne (F), 
normandie (F), n-W denmark, 
Wales, s-W scotland, e-ireland
Source
Meeus et al. (1990), p. 307.
Figure 10. Isle of Man, enclosed fields
(photo: Fairclough 07/2003)
10. ábra Man szigete, körbezárt földek
(Fotó: Fairclough 2003/07)
Dutch French German Spanish
kampenlandschap; bocage bocage, paysage d’enclos Heckenlandschaft boscaje*
*se llama bocage a un paisaje compuesto de pequeñas parcelas irregulares (tierras de cultivo 
y prados), separadas entre sí por setos vivos, muretes y taludes, y por árboles que a menudo 
bordean los caminos (source: online encyclopaedia “Wikipedia”).
No definition in Hungarian and Estonian.
a. KRuse et al.108
11. Fallow land = idle land = waste land (see social fallow and transitional meadow)
Definition Photograph
(1) agricultural land, where 
no agricul-tural production 
takes place; or temporarily 
between two crops.
(2) previously worked land, 
left uncultivated for longer 
than one year
Source
(1) developed by the euca-
land project group
(2) eveRt (2004), p. 137.
Figure 11. Fields not in use for different reasons: short time fallow 
between two crops, south-estonia 
(photo: printsmann 2006)
11. ábra Különböző okokból használaton kívüli területek: rövid idejű 
parlag két termény között. Dél-Észtország 
(Fotó: printsmann 2006)












sööt (söötis maa) 
(for one year), kesa 
(kesamaa); tühermaa, 







12. Farmland = arable (farm) land, cropland, infield
Definition: land which can 
be used/ is used for growing 
crops with no or nearly no 
trees. different kind of borders 
are characteristic of farmland, 
such as: hedges, ditches, 
boundary ridge, boulder 
walls etc. and aid in dividing 
farmland into uses.
Source: Definition elaborated 
by the eucaland-project for 
project purposes
Photograph
Figure 12. Farmland with buildings, pasture and arable land, 
Karcag, Hungary (photo: centeri 2004)
12. ábra Jellegzetes tanya, épületekkel, legelővel és szántóval, 
Karcag, Magyarország (Fotó: centeri 2004)
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janduslik maa if out-
fields are included, 








Field is an area of land that is 
enclosed or otherwise defined 
for example by use, wheat field, 
corn field, grass field, used for 
agricultural purposes such as: 
cultivating crops, usage as a 
paddock or a general livestock 
enclosure. A field could be land 
left fallow or arable.
Source
Definition elaborated by the 




Figure 13. Different large scale fields in springtime, 
champagne, France (photo: Kruse 2007)
13. ábra Különböző nagy táblák tavasszal, Champagne, 
France (Fotó: Kruse 2007)
Dutch French German Hungarian Estonian Spanish
veld, perceel champs Feld mező põld campos de cultivo
14. Forest
Definition
(1) A forest is an area with a high density of trees. There are many definitions of a forest, based 
on various criteria. Historically, “forest” meant an uncultivated area legally set aside for hunting 
by feudal nobility, and these hunting forests were not necessarily wooded if at all (see royal 
Forest). However, as hunting forests did often include considerable areas of woodland, the word 
forest eventually came to more generally mean wooded land. Woodland is ecologically distinct 
from a forest.
a. KRuse et al.110
the “Forest information system-project” 
found over 890 definitions for forest.
(2) an area within an administrative 
boundary of a forest agency, private, royal, 
church or public property, whether having 
trees or not.
(3) plant community, composed principally 
of trees, and covering a large area
Source
(1) langensCheiDt (1973)
(2) Definition used by the Eucaland 
project
(3) eveRt (2004), p. 709.
Photograph
Figure 14. Forestry in the romanian carpathian 
mountains (photo: Kruse 2009)
14. ábra Erdő a román Kárpátokban 
(Fotó: Kruse 2009)
Dutch French German Hungarian Estonian Spanish
bos forêt Wald, Forst erdő mets monte, bosque 
15. Heathland
Definition Photograph
(1) Heaths are shrub land habitats char-
acterised by open, low growing woody 
vegetation, found on mainly infertile 
acidic soils, or on respectively poor 
soils. they are similar to moorland, but 
they differ in terms of climate and veg-
etation. Heathland is generally warmer 
and drier than moorland. Heathlands can 
be found at the coast line (e.g. Mediter-
ranean coasts) as well as in the plain land 
itself (e.g. Germany).
(2) extensive pastureland of unculti-
vated, podsol soils with a vegetation 
dominated by dwarf ericceous shrubs, 
dwarf oak, and juniper.
Figure 15. lüneburger Heide, one of the best known 
examples of heathland, created by sheep grazing 
(dominant species: Calendula vulgaris), n-Germany 
(photo: Kruse 2005)
15. ábra lüneburger Heide, az egyik legjellegzetesebb 
“heathland”, juhlegelés hatására alakult ki (domináns a 
Calendula vulgaris), É-Németország (Fotó: Kruse 2005)
Source
(1) Definition elaborated by the Eucaland Project for project purposes
(2) eveRt (2004), p. 301
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heide bruyère, lande    Heide fenyér nõmm Brezal, matorral, landa
16. Highlands
Definition: (1) “(…) rough, empty and abandoned. (…) mountains and hills influenced by ex-
tremely wet conditions (up to 2000 mm of rain per year). land use is limited to forestry below 
the tree line on maintain slopes and extensive sheep grazing with a scattered farm here and there. 
(…) Heathland, moors, scattered lakes and the presence of sheep determine the pastoral char-
acter of the landscape. apart from forested areas trees are quite scarce, with occasional willows 
and beeches. Farming opportunities are limited.” ex.: Highlands of ireland, scotland, norway.
(2) low mountainous region of a country.
Source
(1) Meeus et al. (1990), 
p. 311
(2) eveRt (2004), 
p. 415
Photograph
Figure 16. dorset, uK (photo: Fairclough 08/2002)
16. ábra dorset, uK (Fotó: Fairclough 2002/08)
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17. Huertas (Spanish)
Definition Photograph
“on the seaside boundaries of 
the vast, dry Mediterra-nean 
open land, regions of intensive 
cultivation are found. they are 
intersected by irrigation ditches 
and are often terraced. Vegeta-
bles and fruits of all kinds are 
grown. these are the oases of 
the Mediterranean.” ex.: small 
regions in sW-italy and s-, se-
spain
Source
Meeus et al. (1990), p. 304
Figure 17. Huertas in spain, intensive fruit tree cultivation 
and irrigation ditches*
17. ábra Huertas (intenzív gyümölcsös és öntözőárkok) 
spanyolországban*
*estepa research group on Heritage, landscape and territory. Department de Geografia University de 
València. spain, 2008
English: Mediterranean orchard (no other translations)
18. Kampen (Dutch)
Definition Photograph
“The fields are somewhat 
larger and more uniform than 
those of the Bocages but still 
have a patchwork quality to 
them.” Kampens have gener-
ally cool, marine climate con-
ditions, ex. Vlaanderen (Be), 
s-nl, nrW (de)
Source
Meeus et al. (1990), p. 309.
Figure 18. Kamp: enclosure, particularly in the sandy regions 
of Flanders, the netherlands and nW Germany. near ede 
(the netherlands) (photo: renes 1983)
18. ábra Kamp: körbezárt terület, különösen Flandria homokos 
részén, Hollandia és ÉNy Németország területén. Ede közelében 
(Hollandia) (Fotó: renes 1983)
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19. Land consolidation
Definition Photograph
(1) re-allocation and consolida-
tion of agricultural land holdings. 
among others: land consolidation 
takes the form of fields/meadows 
and the general location of agricul-
tural property.
(2) Grouped ownership of scattered 
agricultural or forest plots in order 
to create more compact holdings, 




(2) eveRt (2004), p. 220.
Figure 19. in Hungary land consolidation has led 
to nearly the biggest fields in the EU 
(photo: centeri 2009)
19. ábra Magyarországon a földrendezés az EU 
legnagyobb mezőgazdasági tábláit eredményezte 
(Fotó: centeri 2009)



















a. KRuse et al.114
20. Landscape
Definition
(1) “...an area, as perceived by people, whose character is the result of the action and interaction 
of natural and/or human factors”.
(2) “an area (spatial component) as perceived by people (subjective component), whose sen-
sually perceivable features (link to aesthetics in the original meaning of the Greek ‘aisthesis’) 
and character (Alexander von Humboldt’s definition of landscape) are the result (evolutionary/
temporal aspect of landscape) of the action of natural and/or cultural factors (holistic view of 
landscape).”
(3) “The Swedish primary definition of the word landscape (landskap) denotes the conditions in 
a country, a country’s character, and/or a country’s traditions. originally, landskap was strongly 
related to customs, ideas of homeland, justice, nature, and nation (olwig, 1996b). landskap was 
a social space that denoted a territory and its people, and connoted aspects of custom, value, and 
everyday life.”
(4) “Landscape – a polysemic term referring to the appearance of an area, the assemblage of 
objects used to produce that appearance, and the area itself.” 
(5) “In one of its everyday usages, the term ‘landscape’ signifies the specific arrangement or 
pattern of ‘things on the land’: trees, meadows, buildings, streets, factories, open spaces, and 
so forth. a bit more technically, ‘landscape’ refers to the look or the style of the land: that is, 
it refers not just to house types, tree and meadow arrangements, or the order or make-up of a 
place (some of the traditional objects of cultural geographic research), but the social or cultural 
significance of this order or make-up (Meinig 1979). even more technically, geographers have 
long understood the landscape to be a built morphology, the shape and structure of a place. Fi-
nally, ‘landscape’ refers to a form of representation, both as an art and as a complex system of 
meanings (MitChell 1994).
Source
(1) council of europe 2000: p. 3
(2) httP11
(3) Mels (2002), 137–138.
(4) DunCan (2000), p. 429.
(5) MitChell (2005)
Photograph
Figure 20. Landscape – composed by villages, single 
houses, forest, bushes, single trees and meadows, 
ukrainian carpathians, rakhiv (photo: Kruse 2009)
20. ábra Táj, amelyet falvak, épületek, erdő, bokrok, fák 
és rétek építenek fel. Ukrajnai Kárpátok, Rakhiv 
(Fotó: Kruse 2009)
Dutch French German Hungarian Estonian Spanish
landschap paysage landschaft táj maastik paisaje
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22. Mediterranean open land
Definition: “(…) the Mediterranean open fields varies quite distinctly from region to region 
although it still remains open land (…) nowadays the open Mediterranean land is almost com-
pletely treeless; the flattened relief, the enlarged fields and the concentrated urban development 
are becoming more conspicuous. in spain cereals are cultivated on the plains, and olive trees are 
grown on the hillsides. extensive livestock farming is also practised; traces of “transhumance” 
are still to be found in the field (…).”










Figure 22. Mediterranean open land with some single trees and bushes, 
spain (photo: centeri 2002)
22. ábra Nyitott mediterrán táj néhány egyedülálló fával és bokorral, 
spanyolország (Fotó: centeri 2002)
21. Meadow, also grassland
Definition Photograph
A meadow is a field vegetated 
primarily by grass and other non-
woody plants. it may be cut for 
hay. normally it is not used for 
livestock grazing. 
see also: transitional meadow.
Source 
Definition elaborated by the 
eucaland-project for project pur-
poses.
Figure 21. Meadow where grass is cut for hay, 
Galgahévíz, Hungary (Photo: Centeri 2008)
21. ábra Kaszálórét, Galgahévíz, Magyarország
(Fotó: centeri 2008)





niit, aas, rohumaa 
(grassland), heina (hay), 
maa, karja (grazing), maa
pradera, 
pastizal
23. Montados (Portugese) – see also Dehesas (Spanish)
Definition Photograph
orchard pastures, “sought 
in the felling and over-
grazing of old forests on 
hilly terrain. (…) a short-
age of water prevents per-
manent agricultural use.” 
originally: animal grazing 
in open forests. in spain: 





Figure 23. Montados, the most typical agricultural land use form in portugal, 
composed by light oak forests, combined with grazing (cattle/sheep) and/
or crop production, often used for hunting, Montemor o novo, province 
d’alentejo (photo: Michelin 2008)
23. ábra Montados, a legjellemzőbb agrártájhasználati forma 
Portugáliában, tölgyerdő alkotja, melyet legeltetéssel (marha/juh) és/vagy 
növénytermesztéssel is hasznosítanak, gyakran vadászterület is, 
Montemor o novo (Fotó: Michelin 2008)
German: Waldweise, streuobstwiese (depending on the density of trees)
Spanish: dehesa, No Dutch, French, Hungarian, English or Estonian definition exists.
Dehesas
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- - - nyílt mediterrán táj - campiña
 24. Montagne (French)
Definition
“agricultural activities are concentrated in the valleys of the alps and the pyrenees and forestry 
is found on the mountain slopes. the lower alpine landscape is mainly a cultivated one.” 
Source Photograph
Meeus et al. (1990), 
p. 311.
Figure 24. Fields concentrate along rivers/small plateaus, rare vegetation 
on the mountains, Haute provence, France (photo: Kruse 2008)
24. ábra Folyók és kisebb platók körül koncentrálódó táblák, 
kevés növényzet a hegyen, Haute Provence, Franciaország 
(Fotó: Kruse 2008)









montañas; valles y macizos mon-tañosos; 
sistemas agrosilvopastorales en zonas de 
montaña
25. Moorland
Definition (1) Moorland or moor is a type of habitat characterised by low growing vegetation 
on acidic soils. Moorland nowadays generally means uncultivated hill land. there exist two 
main types of moorlands: a) the “wet” one, called “atlantic type”, characteristic plant: Calluna 
vulgaris (uK, ir, de), b) “dry” one, called “continental type”, characteristic plant: Erica tetra-
lix (e.g. scandinavia).
(2) extensive area of ground overlaid with 
peat or acid peaty soil usually more or less 
wet. in popular usage the word ‘moor’ is re-
stricted to european moors, in which heather 
is often the prevailing plant; but similar phy-
togeographical areas occur elsewhere.
Source
(1) Definition elaborated by the Eucaland-
project for project purposes
(2) evert 2004: p. 417
For German: eveRt (2004)
Photograph
Figure 26. north yorkshire Moors uK 
(photo: Fairclough 2006)
26. ábra Észak Yorkshire Moors, UK. 
(Fotó: Fairclough 2006)
a. KRuse et al.118
Dutch French German Hungarian Estonian Spanish





*the english word moor cannot be used as an ecological term in the German sense of an area covered with deep peat.
26. Natural Landscape
Definition Photograph
(1) landscape completely 
or virtually unaffected by 
human activity.
(2) landscape of virtu-
ally undisturbed natural 
vegetation, which is the 




(2) eveRt 2004: p. 435 Figure 27. a natural landscape formed mainly by snow, 
ice and water, Hohe tauern national park, austria 
(photo: centeri 2006)
27. ábra Egy természetes, elsősorban hó, jég és víz által formált táj, 
Hohe tauern nemzeti park, ausztria (Fotó: centeri 2006)













maastik, also just maastik 






“… wide undulating 
plains with a regular 
pattern of large rectan-
gular parcels of land. 
Farms are concentrated 
in villages. (…) the 
remainder of the land-
scape is empty (…).” 
ex.: large parts of 
France, Hungary and 
Germany
Source
Meeus et al. (1990), 
p. 297.
Photograph 
Figure 28. Large, open fields on the Great Hungarian Plain, 
Hungary (photo: centeri 2003)
28. ábra nagy, nyílt táblák a magyar alföldön 
(Fotó: centeri 2003)
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es, eng, geest, 








nyílt terület põld campiña
28. Orchard
Definition
Plantation fields with planted fruit cultivation/fruit trees (apples, apricots etc.); special version: 
extensive fruit cultivation on meadows with a higher number of fruit trees.
Source Photograph
Definition elaborated by the 
eucaland-project for project 
purposes
Figure 29. planted fruit tree plantation, Kiskunlacháza, Hungary 
(photo: centeri 2005)
29. ábra telepített gyümölcsös Kiskunlacházán 
(Fotó: centeri 2005)
Dutch French German Hungarian Estonian Spanish
boomgaard verger obstplantage gyümölcsös puuviljaaed huerta
a. KRuse et al.120
29. Pasture
Definition Photograph
(1) pasture (also grassland or paddock) is 
used in contrast to meadow for primarily 
grazing, which may include grassland 
(“grass pasture”), but also includes non-
grassland habitats such as heathland, 
moorland and wood pasture. pasture 
growth can consist of grasses, legumes, 
other forbs, shrubs or a mixture.
(2) usually fenced, man-made grassland 
used for grazing. the opposite is a 
natural pasture without seeding, mowing 
or fertilizing.
Source
(1) online encyclopaedia “Wikipedia”
(2) eveRt 2004: p. 726.
Figure 30. extensive pasture with ancient Hungarian 
Grey cattle, Balaton upland national park, Hungary 
(photo: centeri 2007)
30. ábra Extenzív legelő az ősi magyar szürkemarhával, 
Balaton-felvidéki Nemzeti Park (Fotó: Centeri 2007)
Dutch French German Hungarian Estonian Spanish
weiland, weide paturage Weide legelő karjamaa pastos; pastizal
30. Polder
Definition Photograph
(1) Land that needs artificial 
drainage systems to remove ex-
cess water. ex. nl
(2) tract of land near, at or be-
low sea-level re-claimed from 
the sea by dyking and draining.
source
(1) Definition elaborated by the 
eucaland-project group.
(2) eveRt 2004: p. 493
For spanish: ContReRas (2009) Figure 30. drained meadows (polder) used for different animals 
as grazing ground in Zuid-Holland, the netherlands 
(photo: Kruse 2009)
30. ábra Különböző állatok legeltetésére használt lecsapolt rétek, 
Hollandia (Fotó: Kruse 2009)
Dutch French German Hungarian Spanish
polder polder polder,Marsch polder
Pólder; palabra de origen holandés que hace 
re-ferencia a un terreno rodeado de un dique 
con un sistema de drenaje propio que logra 
mante-ner secas las parcelas ubicadas en su 
interior
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31. Realteilung (German)
Definition Photograph
realteilung” translates to a family’s 
possessions, especially land and real 
estate, which are divided equally 
among the beneficiaries in real term: 
the number of smaller and smallest 
lots increases over generations. 
the opposite is the “anerbenrecht” 
where a possession (e.g. farm) goes 
cohesively to one beneficiary to keep 
its productive efficiency.
Source
Definition elaborated by the Eucaland 
project group
Figure 31. Fields created by “realteilung” are often very 
small and long like here in roztocze, poland 
(photo: printsmann 2006)
31. ábra A területek feldarabolódása gyakran keskeny és 
hosszú táblák kialakulásával járt, Roztozce, Lengyelország 
(Fotó: printsmann 2006)
Dutch French Hungarian
realteilung partage égalitaire, paysages en lames de parquet területek feldarabolódása
there is no english, estonian and spanish explanation.
32. Rural area
Definition Photograph
(1) = Countryside: “Rural areas 
are sparsely settled areas with-
out significant large cities or 
towns. the countryside refers 
to certain forms of landscapes 
and land uses where agricul-
ture and natural areas play an 
important part.”
(2) countryside outside of 
cities, including villages.
Source
(1) council of europe 2007: 
p. 23
(2) evert 2004: p. 511
Figure 32. rural area characterised by mixed agricultural land use 
with small village near Glowe in Mecklenburg-Western pomerania, 
Germany (photo: roth 2008)
32. ábra Vidéki terület változatos agrár-tájhasználattal és kis faluval 
Glowe mellett, Mecklenburg-Nyugat Pomerániában, Németország 
(Fotó: roth 2008)
a. KRuse et al.122
Dutch French German Hungarian Estonian Spanish
landelijk
gebied
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33. Semi Bocage (French)
Definition Photograph
a variation of the bocage 
can be found in Fr 
(Massif central) and es 
(Galicia). More or less 
enclosed, not all of the 
fields are demarcated, 
but sometimes there are 
hedgerows, or trees. there 
is no uniformity in the size 
of fields. The topography 
is more pronounced, it 
is hillier than the true 
Bocage.” large forests 
(e.g. chestnut)
Source
Meeus et al. 1990: p. 308 Figure 33. Close to the rivers we still find irregular more or less enclosed 
fields, passing over in forests, Accous, Pyrenees, France 
(photo: Kruse 2008)
33. ábra A folyókhoz közel még mindig találunk szabálytalan, többé-
kevésbé zárt, az erdők között elterülő táblákat. Accous, Pireneusok, 
Franciaország (Fotó: Kruse 2008)
Dutch Spanish there is no english, German, 
Hungarian and estonian use.coulissenlandschap boscaje
34. Social Fallow
Definition Photograph
(1) agricultural land lying 
idle because the farmer 
has better employment 
opportunities elsewhere.
(2) agricultural land 
which has been allowed 
to go out of cultivation 




(2) evert 2004: p. 583 Figure 34. Between Galgahévíz and Hévízgyörk meadows are 
often left unused for a few years because the number of people 
working in agriculture is decreasing, Hungary
(photo: centeri 2006)
34. ábra Galgahévíz és Hévízgyörk határában a réteket gyakran hagyják 
kihasználatlanul néhány évig, mert az agráriumban dolgozók száma 
csökken (Fotó: centeri 2006)






brache szociális ugar -
tierra baldía or erial; 




(1) change in economy and 
lifestyle (…), a kind of mod-
ernisation or adoption to other 
conditions, e.g. Gap, e.g. eu-
enlargement.
(2) long-term and fundamental 
change, e.g. in the economy of 




(2) evert 2004: p. 619 Figure 35. Fast development causes a decrease in natural vegetation, 
Budaörs, north of Budapest, Hungary 
(source: Google earth)
35. ábra A gyors növekedés csökkenti a természetes vegetáció 
kiterjedését, Budaörs (Forrás: Google earth)
a. KRuse et al.124

















(1) this form of land use is plasticized on terraces in order to maximize insolation. terraces are 
typical for the whole Mediterranean. typical plants: wine grapes, olive- and fruit trees
(2) Cultivation terraces are notoriously difficult to date. A very few are known from the Bronze 
age, and there is rather more archaeological evidence for them in 
classical Greece. 
How widespread they 
became is still very 
uncertain.
Photograph
Figure 36. steep terraced coast of cinque terre national park, italy 
(photo: centeri 1997)
36. ábra az olasz cinque terre nemzeti park teraszolt meredek 
tengerparti része (Fotó: Centeri 1997)
Source
(1) Definition 
elaborated by the 
eucaland-project 
group
(2) Grove and 
rackham 2001
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37. Transhumance
Definition
Vertical seasonal livestock (cattle, sheep, goats/caprine, horses, donkeys) movement, typically 
to higher pastures in summer and to lower valleys in winter. Herders have a permanent home, 
typically in valleys. only herds and a subset of people necessary to tend them travel. this form of 
land use is often combined with local production of milk products. in some regions, transhumance, 
although not a nomadic form, means also horizontal movements within the different zones of altitude.
Source
Definition elaborated by the Euca-land 
project for project purposes based on 
wikipedia and other online sources
Photograph
Figure 37. transhumance with cows in the French 
pyrenees (photo: Kruse 2008)
37. ábra Legelőváltás szarvasmarhával a francia 
pireneusokban (Fotó: Kruse 2008)












a transitional meadow occurs when a 
field, pasture, farm-land, or other cleared 
land is no longer farmed or heavily 
grazed and starts to become overgrown. 
once meadow conditions are achieved, 
however, the condition is only temporary 
because the early plant colonizers will 
be shaded out through succession when 
woody plants become well established.
Source
online encyclopaedia “Wikipedia” Figure 38. an abandoned pasture becoming overgrown  
in Bér, Northern Hungary (Photo: Centeri 2008)
38. ábra Egy felhagyott legelőt elkezdték benőni cserjék 
és kisebb fák Béren (Fotó: Centeri 2008)
a. KRuse et al.126












võsastumine – it is 
a process of open 











a vineyard is a plantation 
of grape bearing vines, 
grown mainly for wine-
making, but also raisins, 
table grapes and non-
alcoholic grape juice. the 
science, practice and study 





Figure 39. Vine cultivation is an intensive monoculture in agricultural 
land use – in flat and hilly regions, Beaujolais, France 
(photo: Kruse 2003)
39. ábra Szőlőültetvény, mint intenzív monokultúrás agrár-tájhasználat 
sík és dombos területen, Beaujolais, Franciaország (Fotó: Kruse 2003)
Dutch French German Hungarian Estonian Spanish
wijnbouw vigne, vignoble Weinberg szőlő viinamarjaistandus
viña, 
viñedo
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